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Oggetto: RICERCA PARTNER SSH-PT-LCP-1. 
 
Richiesta di un'università russa interessata ad una partnership per un progetto inserito 
nella tematica "SSH": SSH-PT-LCP-1. 

Di seguito, una breve descrizione del progetto e le caratteristiche del partner richiesto. 
Per informazioni sul progetto contattare maracchia@apre.it facendo riferimento al codice 
RICERCA PARTNER SSH-PT-LCP-1 

---------------------------------------------------  
------- PARTNER SEARCH SSH-PT-LCP-1 --------  
---------------------------------------------------  
<Reference n.: SSH-PT-LCP-1> 
<Deadline: 22/11/2007> 
<Programme: > 
<Project Title: Reception of new knowledge of the person: Qualitatively new 
methodological approach to revealing, an estimation and application of a mental potential 
of the person at long before University period> 
 
<Financial Scheme: > 
<Description: At a stage of information development of a society the ground, work and the 
capital are not major factors of manufacture any more. The theoretical knowledge became 
the major strategic resource, and the science has turned to the basic productive force. 
Thus it is difficult to overestimate a role of education - as a basis of progress of 
development of a society. Only the new knowledge and ways of its practical application are 
capable to transfer mankind on qualitatively new stage of development, not breaking 
processes coevolution. 
Authors consider, that for today there are sufficient bases cardinally to change a sight at 
use of human reason. 
Till now problem there are questions of revealing of talents, developments of creative 



intelligence and its effective orientation. 
Studying of intelligence in a science has old tradition. The analysis of mental faculties is 
submitted in works: F.Galtona, A.Bin, R.Kettela, V.Stern, R.Sternberga, H.Eysenck, 
H.Gardner and other researchers. 
We have made the following simplified classification of intelligence on the basis of the 
analysis of these researches: 
1. Logic intelligence (intelligence Aristotelian, trivial thinking), estimated in the quotient of 
intelligence IQ. 
2. Creative (intelligence in sphere of arts). 
3. Heuristic intelligence (intelligence inventor's, not trivial thinking), creating new material 
objects and technologies. 
 
Behind frameworks of research there is a studying creative. As against opposition of logic 
thinking predominating in the scientific literature to heuristic thinking, authors consider, 
that they convergent and closely correlate among themselves, is especial at long before 
University period. 
In researches we base on H.Eysenck's conclusions (his schedule of dependences IQ from 
age) and own operational experience on creation of inventions in the environment of 
schoolboys. We have drawn a conclusion what most effectively to open and train heuristic 
intelligence it is necessary, starting on the average with 13-th years old. We have 
developed qualitatively new methodological approach to revealing, an estimation and 
application of a mental potential of the person, is especial its heuristic component, at long 
before University period which demands the further researches. 
Expected results: Long before University orientation and practical application of heuristic 
intelligence of the person will allow to begin inventor's activity for 15 years earlier, than it 
occurs now. Progressive changes first of all will come in economy, and also in all spheres 
of ability to live of the society, demanding application of intelligence.> 
 
<Organisation Type: Università> 
<Partner Sought: Any> 

 


